
OD SALOPETTE
One Design Salopette with high cut fit for competitive wearing occasions

General: Reflective pigment Formstripe print on flaps / transparent PU or 

possibly ceramic reinforcement on pocket flat lasered seams with

transparent tape / water resistant zips with rubber tape / elastic band at 

back waist / cordura reinforced knee and seat areas for abrasion

protection / gusset construction for extra movement / adjustable velcro 

leg cuff closures

Pockets: Upper front zipper with silver tape bounded around waist 

adjuster & cargo pocket on leg

Fit: Athletic

Size: XS-XXL

RRP: €250.00

OD SHORTS
One Design Performance Shorts for competitive wearing occasions

General: Reflective pigment Formstripe print on flaps / cordura 

reinforcement on seat / belt loops / stainless steel snap button and 

hook inside waistband / transparent PU or ceramic reinforcement on 

upper front pockets and front zipper

Pockets: Mesh pocket on left leg, cargo pocket on right leg & two 

upper front pockets

Fit: RelaxedSize: XXS-XXL

RRP:  €120.00
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OCEAN SOFTSHELL JACKET
Men’s short length thermal polyester 2L Softshell Jacket

General: High funnel neck / contrast flatlock stitch at front and 

back / reflective tape around chest pocket / PU coated zipper at

center front

Pockets: Two pockets plus one chest pocket 

Fit: Slim fit to avoid wind flap

Lining: Cozy

Size: XXS-XXL

RRP: €150.00

WMS OCEAN SOFTSHELL JACKET

Women’s 2L wind resistant Softshell Jacket 

General: Funnel neck with high collar protection / PU coated / 

contrast flatlock stitch at front waist / articulated sleeves /

center front zipper

Pockets: Bonded chest zipper pocket / concealed waist 

pockets

Fit: Slim fit to avoid wind flap

Lining: Fleece Size: XXS-XXL

RRP:  €150.00
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GORE HARBOUR JACKET
Sportive lightweight weather jacket for all round wearing occasions

General: Inside storm flap and chin protection / articulated sleeves / 

underarm gusset construction for extra movement / adjustable cuffs / 

music player pocket / cord stop system in hem

Pockets: Fleece lined hand warmer pockets / reflective bonding tape 

around zipper pockets / water repellent zips on front pocket

Fit: Regular

Lining: Mesh/micro fleece brushed and taffeta

Branding: POR logo on shoulder & PUMA Cat logo on upper sleeves 

and outer back collar

Size: XS-XXL

RRP: €300.00

WMS GORE HARBOUR JACKET
Sportive lightweight weather jacket with feminine cut for all round
wearing occasions

General: Inside storm flap and chin protection / articulated sleeves / 

underarm gusset construction for extra movement / adjustable cuffs / 

music player pocket / cord stop system in hem

Pockets: Fleece lined hand warmer pockets / reflective bonding tape 

around zipper pockets / water repellent zips on front pocket

Fit: Regular

Lining: Mesh/micro fleece brushed and taffetaSize: XS-XXL

RRP:  €300.00
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SAILING TEAM GILET

Sportive windproof Sailing Gilet with fleece lined collar and 

extended back seat length

General: Drawcord inside hem / tonal flatlock stitching on 

shoulder

Pockets: Bonding tape around zipper pockets

Fit: Sporty

Size: XXS-XXL

RRP: €80.00

SAILING TECH TEE

Performance tee with underarm gusset construction black flatlock

execution

Material: Wicking finish 

Fit: Athletic

Size: XXS-XXL

RRP:  €30.00
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SAILING TECH TEE LS

Performance tee with long sleeves and underarm gusset 

construction / black flatlock execution

Material: Wicking finish

Fit: Athletic

Size: XXS-XXL

RRP: €40.00

SAILING SPRAYTOP 
Lightweight performance spraytop with underarm gusset

construction for extra movement

General: Articulated sleeves / water resistant front zip with 

comfort chin area / adjustable cuffs / velcro adjustable neoprene 

waistband

Pockets: Bonding tape around upper chest pocket

Fit: Comfortable

Size: XXS-XXL

RRP:  €180.00
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SAILING CLEW
Upper: Combination of water-resistant, washable leather, neoprene, 

and mesh

Midsole: Molded EVA midsole with molded EVA sockliner and 

EverDrain system

Outsole: Anti-slip molded rubber outsole with two different sizes of 

siping throughout

Profile: The Clew is the perfect blend between sailing high 

performance and lifestyle. With unique technologies filled to the 

brim, Clew is the ultimate performance wear for the modern sailor.
Color: black-white-high risk red or 

high risk red
Size: UK 5-11, 12-13

RRP: €100.00

TRAINING
Upper: SANDWICH-MESH - REFLECTIVES - EverFoam -
OrthoLite® - sockliner

Midsole: KMS-LITE – duoCELL - ld-CELL - ArchTec 

Outsole: EVERTRACK heel; EVERRIDE forefoot

Profile: The second edition of our top performer in the 
neutral trainer segment. Combines excellent cushioning 
with a stable geometry for all runners with normal running 
stride characteristics. This shoe feels comfortable at any 
pace. Perfectly loaded with duoCELL, KMS-Lite, ArchTec, 
OrthoLite.

Size: UK 5.5-15

RRP: € 120.00
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ONSHORE BOW
Upper: Combination of neoprene and Lycra thong straps; high density 

foam footbed with nylon synthetic cover that is waterproof and slip-

resistant when wet

Midsole: EVA

Outsole: Solid rubber with non-marking, extra sticky gum rubber 

compound insert with a wet surface proven siping design

Profile: Make a splash in the Bow, PUMA's sailing sandal. With a 

broader base, especially through the forefoot, proper width, and proper 

length, this sandal will have the ultimate in performance fit. With 

neoprene and lycra straps, and a soft and cushy footbed with 

waterproof properties, you can be guaranteed foot comfort all day long. 

And with a non-marking, siped outsole, this sandal

will be the ultimate in traction on a boat deck, or on the street

Color: black-high risk red-white / 
black-tender shoots-white / black-
white / black-golden poppy-white / 
black-princess blue-white / black-

dandelion-white 
Size: UK 3-11, 12-13

RRP: €35.00

ONSHORE FAAS 300
Upper: Air mesh, synthetic nubuck, perfed EVA KMS Lite 
sockliner
Midsole: BIORIDE construction for a smooth transition, CM-EVA

Outsole: EVERTRACK high abrasion resistant rubber component, 
EVERRIDE blown rubber outsole for extra cushioning and weight 
saving

Profile: The Faas 300 is all about looking great while going faas!  
With a less is more design philosophy in mind, the Faas 300 is 
built from the ground up, only using the materials needed to 
build a competitive racing shoe.  Where the competition is adding 
extra materials or gadgets, the Faas 300 focuses on simplicity. 
In addition to this design approach, the Faas 300 incorporates 
the BioRide technology which allows for a smooth, natural, and 
responsive ride.  The Faas 300 is perfect for racing or also as a 
lifestyle shoe for the streets.

Size: UK 3-11, 12,13 

RRP: €110.00 
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CEREMONY YACHT BATTLESHIP

Upper: Suede

Outsole: Clear iced rubber

Profile: The series of colorways of the Yacht Battleship add a splash 

of color to the sailing footwear line. The contrasting colors of the 

upper and the outsole with white leather lacing exude a clean and 

vibrant look on the boat shoe inspired style. The lace tips are plastic 

pieces reminding us of the Battleship game which inspired the spec of 

this style.
Color: high risk red-white-scuba blue 
/ carafe-white-fluo orange / tender 

shoots-white-team violet / black-high 
risk red / chocolate brown-hawaiian 

ocean / white-princess blue
Size: UK 5-11, 12-13

RRP: €75.00
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